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Abstract:  This paper studies the meaning, nature of extension correspondence and 
analyzes its superiority in data prediction in extension group decision-making by 
analyzing the distance and bit value of the correlation function. It puts forward the 
model and steps of data interval analysis of extension group decision-making based 
on extension correspondence. Not only does it  take the advantages of dynamic 
classification in extension group decision-making, but also realizes data analysis and 
interval estimation under uncertainty and helps the promotion of the accuracy and the 
reliability of multi-factor analysis and multi-project evaluation in extension group 
decision-making under data uncertainty. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Extenics is a new science subject (CAI Wen, Sep.1999), research on the extension possibility and 
extension laws of things to resolve contradictions problems. Its research object is the contradictions 
problems in real world and theoretical base is matter-element and extension set theory. 
In classical mathematics, with the characteristic function to describe whether the elements in 
domains having a certain nature or not; in fuzzy mathematics, with the membership function to 
characterize it having the extent of a certain nature; in extenics, with the correlation function to portray it 
so. Correlation function indicates that when the value of matter-element is a point in solid axis, with 
matter-element to meet the requirements of the value range, it can quantitatively and objectively describe 
the elements having the nature or character at a certain extent and the process of quantitative change and 
qualitative change. (WANG Ze-min, Jun.1998) succeeded in promoting the concept of extension set to 
n-dimensional Euclidean space,and analyzed the nature and application of the n-variables correlation 
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function. [3] studied the concept of correlation function space )(X  and discussed the properties of 
)(X , obtained the product theorem and combination theorem of the )(x . ( HU, WANG, HE, June 
2000) introduced concepts of extension set, interval distance and interval place distance on intervals and 
discusses their properties. The extension set based on correlation function has successfully applied to the 
forecast of container accumulation (WANG Chao, No.10, 2008), classifying of reservoir flow unit (LI, 
WANG, Dec.2007), cluster evaluation for ore rock cavability (DENG, ZHOU, Jan. 2008), product 
improvement design (HUANG, LIN, Jan.2008), risk investment decision (BAI, Jun.2008), knowledge 
acquisition (YANG, CAI, Aug.2008), data mining (CHEN, 2006), operational command (ZHANG Su, 
2007), multiple fault diagnosis (JIN, CHEN, JIN, August 2006), etc. 
Extension group decision-making, a problem of group decision-making described with 
matter-element extension set, studies extension associated and extension decision-making space, 
compatibility and conflict changes among decision-making systems by combining extension 
transformation with group decision optimization. Thus it produces the relevant policy strategies and 
realizes comparison and selection of objects in changing environment. Correlation function is an 
important component of extension group decision-making, through which studies the correspondence of 
extension associated. Then it can lead to the data interval analysis under uncertainty, by which can not 
only estimate the possible range of missing data based on available data, but also predict the efficient 
space of missing data under a certain constraint condition. 
 
2.  CORRELATION FUNCTION 
 
Through the correlation function can quantitatively describe the area to which any one element belongs 
in the domain. For elements belonging to a same region distinguish from different levels by values size 
of the correlation function, as is of great significance to research the properties and changes of the 
elements under uncertainty. 
 
2.1  Distance and position 
Definition 1: if 
abX 1  is the modulus of bounded interval ),(1 baX  , then 0x  is the 
modulus of point x . 
Nature 1: if the interval 21 XX  , then 21 XX  . 
In particular, if the interval 21 XX  , and at most only a common endpoint, then 21 XX  . 
Definition 2 (CAI Wen, 1999): let the distance between the point x  and the limited real range 
),(1 baX   is as follows: 






2
2
22
),( 1 baxbx
baxxaabbaxXx                          (1)
  
Nature 2: for a given range of ),( baX  , then: 
(1) when Xx , 0),(  Xx  is the necessary and sufficient conditions of bax , ; 
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(2) when Xx , 0),(  Xx  is the necessary and sufficient conditions of bax , ; 
(3) 0),(  Xx  is the necessary and sufficient conditions of ax   or bx  . 
The distance is introduced to accurately describe the location relationship between points and 
intervals in the quantitative form. When the point is in the range, the classical mathematics assume that 
the distance between point and interval is zero, while in the extension set, by distance describes the 
position of point in the range. It realizes the quantitative description that from "category shall be the 
same" develops until a level of class also having extent differences. 
In practical problems, in addition to the need to consider the position between the point and interval, 
but also has to consider the interval with the interval and consider the position between a point and two 
ranges. 
Definition 3: if ),(1 baX  , ),(2 dcX  , 21 XX  , x  is an any point in real domain, said that  







),(),(
),(),(),(),(
),(),(),(),(
),,(
12
11212
11212
21
XxXxba
XxandXxXxbaXxXx
XxandXxXxXxXx
XXxD



    (2) 
 
is the bit values of interval sets of x  on 1X  and 2X , denoted by ),,( 21 XXxD . 
 
When the 1X  and 2X  without common endpoints, there 




112
112
21 ),(),(
),(),(
),,(
XxXxXx
XxbaXxXx
XXxD 

                                                       (3) 
 
2.2  Correlation function 
Definition 4(CAI Wen, 1998): If ),(1 baX  , ),(2 dcX  , 21 XX  , 1X  and 2X  without 
common endpoints, so that 


 

other
XXxD
Xx
XxandXxXx
XXxD
Xx
xk
),,(
),(
),(),(1
),,(
),(
)(
21
1
112
21
1


                  (4)
 
called )(xk  is the elementary correlation function of x  on 1X  and 2X  which is obtain the 
maximum value in the mid-point of 1X . 
Correlation function to enable the calculation of correlation do not have to rely on subjective 
judgments or statistics, it can quantitatively and objectively describe the elements having the nature or 
character at a certain extent and the process of quantitative change and qualitative change. This allows 
correlation function out of bias caused by subjective judgments. 
Nature 3: if ),(1 baX   and ),(2 dcX   are two intervals in the real axis, 12 XX  ,and no 
common endpoints, then for any x , has a correlation function: 
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),(),(
),()(
12
1
XxXx
Xxxk 

                                                                                                      (5)
 
Nature 4: if ),(1 baX   and ),(2 dcX   are two intervals in the real axis, 12 XX  ,and no 
common endpoints, then for any x  to 1X  and 2X , correlation function )(xk  has the following 
property:  
（1） 1Xx ,and 0)(,  xkbax ； 
（2） ax   or 0)(  xkbx ； 
（3） 1Xx , 2Xx ,and 0)(1,,,  xkdcbax ； 
（4） cx   or 1)(  xkdx ； 
（5） 2Xx ,and 1)(,  xkdcx ； 
（6）
2
bax  , )(xk  is the greatest. 
Let 2)( ba   is the midpoint of 1X , 2)( dc   is the midpoint of 2X , then 
according to the distance between point x and a limited real range can be: 




















xorx
ac
xa
x
dax
xa
x
xcb
bx
xorx
db
bx
xk
)(2
2)(                                                                      (6) 
Correlation function can be determined based on the required value scope ),(1 baX   and the 
qualitative change interval ),(2 dcX   of things on certain characteristics, according to set the four 
points, you can create correlation function, which has an important role for the quantitative research of 
extension transformation of extension set. 
 
2.3  Correlation function standardization 
In practice, matter-element of problems are often multi-dimensional, multi-attribute, multi-object, 
therefore, an object may have several correlation functions, based on the same premise of the domain 
and changing conditions, these correlation functions would have a comparable. According to the 
principle of judging logic operation of correlation functions can be achieved. 
“OR” operator:  2121 ,max kkkk  ,it is said that the maximum principle of a number of 
correlation functions of an object. 
“AND” operator:  2121 ,min kkkk  ,it is said that the minimum principle of a number of 
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correlation functions of an object. 
Then, based on the logic operation standard correlation function of an object as follows: 
ini
i
k
kk


1
max                                                                                                                                     (7) 
11  k , ),,2,1( ni  . 
 
3.  CORRESPONDENCE OF EXTENSION ASSOCIATED 
 
Nature 5: if ),(1 baX   is the interval in the real axis, xX 1 , then for any x , there is correlation 
function: 
1
1),()(
X
XxxK                                                                                                                        (8) 
Let 2)( ba   is the mid-point of 1X , then: 












x
ab
ax
x
x
ab
xb
xK 5.0)(                                                                                                                  (9) 
Inference 1: When xXX  12 , there must be a corresponding point x  2 , x  and   
are symmetric on  . 
Proof: 
(1) When x , there must be   ; When x , there must be   , x  2 . 
So, when xXX  12 ,there must be a corresponding point x  2 . 
(2) x  is the distance of x  to  ,    is the distance of the corresponding point   to  . 
Let  x  
When x , there must be a corresponding point   , then:  x , 
x  2  substituted into the above formula will get: 
  xxxx )2( , 
Similarly, when x , there must be a corresponding point x  2 , then xx   . 
  So, when xXX  12 , there must be a corresponding point x  2 , x  and   are 
symmetric on  . 
Inference 2: When xXX  12 , ax   or bx  , there is minimal correlation 
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0)()(  KxK ; when x ,   is the corresponding point of x , and has the greatest 
correlation 5.0)()(  KxK . 
Proof: 
(1) When xXX  12  and ax  , obtain x , then: 
00)( 

abab
axaK
 
When xXX  12 , there must be a corresponding point x  2 ,then bx   2 . 
Similarly, when bx  , x ,then 0)( bK , a . 
So, when xXX  12 , ax   or bx  , there is minimal correlation 0)()(  KxK . 
(2) Let an arbitrary point  xa , according to the title need to prove that  5.0)(0  xK , 
then 
Since axb  , get 0)( 

ab
axxK ,
 
Based on 0
2
15.0)( 


ab
ax
ab
axxK ,then 
ab
x
ab
bax


 
)(2
)(2
. 
Since x ,then 0

ab
x  。 
Similarly, when any point bx  , there exists 5.0)(0  xK . 
When x , to obtain a  under x  2 . 
Therefore, when x ,   is the corresponding point of x , and has the greatest correlation 
5.0)()(  KxK . 
Nature 6: if ),(1 baX   and ),(2 dcX   are two intervals in the real axis, 12 XX  ,and no 
common endpoints, then for any x , has a correlation function )(xk , set 2)( ba   is the 
mid-point of 1X , 2)( dc   is the mid-point of 2X , then:
 
















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xorx
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xa
x
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x
xcb
bx
xorx
db
bx
xk
)(2
2)(                                                                                    (10)
 As the distance between point x  and the limited real range X  is relative distance, then on the other 
side of X  will inevitably be a corresponding point  , and there is )()( XX KxK  . 
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Inference 3: if ),(1 baX   and ),(2 dcX   are two intervals in the real axis, 12 XX  ,and no 
common endpoints, then for any x , 1Xx , 2Xx , has a correlation function )(xK , there must 
exists an association corresponding point   to meet )()( XX KxK  .
 
(1) When   x , there exists a corresponding point ac   , 
xcb
xbcxca
2
)()(

  
(2) When   x , there exists a corresponding point db   , 
)(2
)()(
dax
axddxb

  
(3) When x , x  and a , there exists a corresponding point ac   , 
db
xbcdxa

 )()(  
(4) When x , x , a  and
 
)(2
))(2()(
ca
dcadcdbxb 
 , there exists a 
corresponding point a  ,
)(2
)()(
dbx
bxddxa

 ; When x , x , a  and
 
dx
ca
dcadcdb 

)(2
))(2()(
, there exists a corresponding point 
 c ,
bd
xdabxc

 )()( ; 
(5) When x , x  and
 
b , there exists a corresponding point 
db   ,
ac
axdxcb

 )()( ; 
(6) When x , x , b  and
 
ax
bd
bdcccda 

)(2
)2()(
, there exists a 
corresponding point  b ,
xac
xcbxac
2
)()(

 ；When x , x , b  and
 
)(2
)2()(
bd
bdcccdaxc 
 , there exists a corresponding point 
ac
axdxcb

 )()(  
Proof (1): 
According to the known conditions )()( XX KxK  , since   x , ac   , then 
ac
a
xcb
bx


 
2
 
xcb
xbcxca
2
)()(

  
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When c , we can get c
xcb
xbcxca 

2
)()(
 
Because 0)()(  xbcxca  and 02  xcb ,then  
)2()()( xcbcxbcxca  , 0))((  xcca  
Because 0)(  ca  and 0)(  xc , then c . 
When a , we can get a
xcb
xbcxca 

2
)()(
 
Because 0)()(  xbcxca  and 02  xcb ,then 0))((  acxb  
Because 0)(  xb  and 0)(  ac , then a . 
Therefore, when   x , there exists a corresponding point ac   . 
The same reason, we can prove that (2) and (3) 
Proof (4): 
Since  x , so the corresponding point of x  may be a   or  c . 
When a  , according to the known conditions )()( XX KxK  , then 
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bx
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


)(2

,  
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)()(
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
,
)(2
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
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if a  , then 
)(2
))(2()(
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 . 
When  c , then
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


 
we can get 
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adcbx 
 )()(  , 
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xdabxc

 )()( , 
if  c , then dx
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dcadcdb 

)(2
))(2()(
 
Therefore, 
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4.  EXTENSION GROUP DECISION-MAKING INTERVAL 
BASED ON ASSOCIATED CORRESPONDENCE UNDER 
UNCERTAINTY 
 
4.1  Correlation range based on the correspondence  
Nature 7: if ),(1 baX   is an intervals in the real axis, xX 1 , for any x , has a correlation function 
)(xk , set 2)( ba   is the mid-point of 1X , then the maximum correlation range )(xk  of x  
on the 1X  as follows: 



 x
bxorax
xk
5.0
0
)(                                                                                                (11) 
Nature 8: if ),(1 baX   and ),(2 dcX   are two intervals in the real axis, 12 XX  ,and no 
common endpoints, then for any x , has a correlation function )(xK , set 2)( ba   is the 
mid-point of 1X , 2)( dc   is the mid-point of 2X , then when x , there are correlation 
interval as follows:
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22)(                                                                                          (12)
 
Then when x , there are correlation interval as follows: 
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When x  and interval endpoint dcba ,,,  overlap , then correlation degree as follows: 













bxorax
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bx
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xa
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0
)(                                                                                                (14) 
 
4.2 Extension group decision-making interval based on associated 
correspondence under missing data 
Let ),,,( 21 ni aaaa   means n  schemes ,  mj cccc ,,, 21   means m  decision-makers of 
ia , the value of ia  is  ),,,()( 21 imiiij uuuac  . Then the composite matter-element of 
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multi-dimensional group decision-making is ),,( ijji ucNa  . ni ,2,1 , mj ,2,1 . 
Let  UuucNaaa ijijji  ,),,(  is the composite element set of group 
decision-making,  )(,),(ˆ ijijij ukyUuyuA   is the extension set, then a matter-element 
extension set of group decision making in   is as follows:  
 ))((),(,),,(),(ˆ iuKiijj aTKTyaKyucNayaA   
Among them, ],[ pjpjpj bav  is the joint field of the matter-element extension set, ],[ ljljlj bav   
is the classical field of the matter-element extension set, pjlj vv  , g  indicated that the number of 
classical field classification, ),2,1( g . 
)( ijj uk  means the association degree between value and interval of assessment, thus, the integrated 
association degree based on weights j  of decision-maker jc  is: 




m
j
ijijj
ijijj
mii uk
uk
aK
1
1
))((
)(max
1)(    
)(,),(),(max
)()()(
2221111
222111
ijjjiimj
ijjjii
ukukuk
ukukuk





                                                                                 (15) 
If you use iju  to represent the individual values of missing or wrong, on the basis of the known 
weights j  of decision-makers jc , then the integrated relational degree as follows: 
)(,),(),(max
)()()(
)(
2221111
222111
ijjjiimj
ijjjii
ii ukukuk
ukukuk
aK 




                                                                  (16) 
Since 



0)(
0)(
))((
ii
ii
iig aK
aKl
aKd , then, Definition 5 can be obtained as follows : 
Definition 5: Aˆ is the composite element set of the matter-element of group decision-making 
),,( ijji ucNa  , if there are missing or uncertain values of iju , when the arbitrary pjij vu  , there is 
0)( ii aK , then ))(( iig aKd ,  for any iju , the evaluation that program ia does not belong to 
l  has no affect; when the arbitrary pjij vu  , there is 0)( ii aK , then laKd iig ))(( , for any iju , 
the evaluation that program ia  belongs to l  has no affect. 
Inference 4: If there is missing or uncertain value iju  in extension group decision-making set Aˆ , 
given the conditions 0)( ii aK , ))(( iig aKd , if pjijij vuu   , to obtain 
0)( ii aK , laKd iig ))(( , then the point iju  as the boundary points to iju  on l . Then: 
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



ijij
ijij
iig uu
uul
aKd 

))((                                                                                                     (17) 
Set the classical field ljv  is l , and 0)( ii aK , laKd iig ))(( , if pjijij vuu   , when the 
classical field ljv  is 1l , there is 0)( ii aK , 1))((1  laKd iig , then the point iju  is the 
separation points to iju  about l  and 1l . Then: 




ijij
ijij
iig uul
uul
aKd 

1))((                                                                                                 (18) 
Inference 5: if iju

 is the boundary points to iju  about l , there must be a corresponding points ij , 
makes )()( ijiiji kuk   , then ],[ ijiju   is the interval for laKd iig ))(( ,  ],[ ijpj ua   and 
],[ pjij b  are the intervals for ))(( iig aKd . 
Inference 6: if iju

 is the separation points to iju  about l  and 1l , there must be a corresponding 
points ij , makes )()( ijiiji kuk   , then ],[ ijiju   is the interval for 
1))((  laKd iig , ],[ ijpj ua   and ],[ pjij b  are the intervals for laKd iig ))(( . 
 
5.  THE MODEL OF EXTENSION GROUP 
DECISION-MAKING BASED ON ASSOCIATED 
CORRESPONDENCE UNDER UNCERTAINTY 
 
5.1  Purpose and ideas 
The treatment method of missing data based on the extension correspondence is a kind of reverse 
thinking, with the correlation to predict the possible scope and choice for the missing data under the 
purpose and the certain constraint condition.. This method can not only take the advantages of point 
estimates of normal order, but also highlight the merits of interval estimation of reversed order. 
The flow of missing data processing based on the extension correspondence mainly includes three 
parts: the first part is extension transformation, which applies the extension transformation to first 
evaluating the programs characterized by partial absence of value by setting the basic extension 
matter-element, extension set and judge set; the second part is the interval estimate, which is through 
correlation analysis to analyze demarcation point and class point of programs and estimate the potential 
scope of the missing data and the condition for missing data processing; the third part is a dynamic 
analysis, which is according to the effect of compensate for missing values, to observe possible changes 
of the program evaluation based on changing the evaluation value, the evaluation field and weights and 
adjust and improve missing value so as to enhance the estimated effect. 
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Figure 1:  Extension group decision thinking based on correspondence under data missing 
 
5.2  Steps 
① To build composite matter-element of extension group decision-making ),,( ijji ucNa   and 
extension group decision-making set Aˆ , set the weight j  of policy makers jc ; 
② To input evaluation values )( ij ac  of to policy makers jc  about program ia , building the 
matter-element matrix of extension group decision-making; 
③ To set joint field ],[ pjpjpj bav   and the classical field ],[ ljljlj bav  , and analysis whether 
the data is missing or exceed the festival field in ),,( ijji ucNa  ; 
④ To remove uncertainty values, calculated correlation degree )( ijj uk  from each policy makers 
jc  to program ia  on pjv  and ljv ; 
⑤ To calculate )( ii aK , by Definition 5, for any iju , to determine that program ia  whether 
belonging to l , if no effect then go to step ⑧. 
⑥According to Inference 6, to determine whether there is a boundary point iju

, if there is a critical 
point, then calculate the corresponding point ij , to determine ],[ ijiju   is the interval for 
laKd iig ))(( , if there is no boundary point, then turned step ⑧; 
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⑦ To determine whether there is a separation point iju

, if there is a separation point to make ldg  , 
then calculate the corresponding point ij , to determine ],[ ijpj ua   and ],[ pjij b  are intervals for 
laKd iig ))(( , if there is no boundary point, then turned step ⑧; if there is a separation point to 
make 1 ldg , then calculate the corresponding point ij , to determine ],[ ijiju   is the interval for 
1))((  laKd iig , and turned step⑧, or direct go to step ⑧; 
⑧ To estimate the range of iju ; 
⑨ If iju  can meet the requirements of decision-making, go to step ⑩, otherwise go to step①; if you 
do not need updating weights, go to step ②; if you do not need to update data, then go to step③; 
⑩ End. 
6.  CONCLUSION 
 
The present decision-making problems are often ones under uncertainty which are a kind of dynamic, 
complex and correlated decision-making process. Due to the complexity of the decision-making 
problem, the multi-hierarchy of decision-making process, the difference methods in data processing it 
will lead to the absence of decision-making data, error or ambiguity, further affecting the decision 
making. In terms of the features of missing data and the requirements of data processing in extension 
group decision-making, combined correlation function with extension transformation, the extension 
correspondence is applied to analyze the possible scope and range of decision-making data from the 
reverse perspective. It not only reduces the decision-making bias for subjective estimation, but also 
improves the results of data forecasting and analysis and provides a basis for recognition, judging and 
selection extension group decision-making under uncertainty. 
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